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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
IBRAHIM BOUBACAR KEITA
BETTING ON MALI
Over the last few years, all Malians have
mobilized to consolidate the peace in Mali. The
country is recovering from a period of insecurity
and uncertainty and its people are stronger and
more determined than ever to build a better
future for all.
Inspired by this push for peace, the
government has developed and implemented
a series of reforms to facilitate investments,
entrepreneurship, and job creations with a view
to promoting and unleashing the country’s full
economic potential.
Farming and raising livestock are transforming into agribusiness and are
feeding the entire sub-region. The energy sector is supporting industrial growth,
and the infrastructure is ensuring inclusive and sustainable growth. There are
advantages that can be capitalized upon and developed; There are challenges
the people of Mali are ready to face, pushed forward by the dynamic and
motivate young people in the country.
In this context, the organization of the Invest in Mali Forum in December is
a Key step in the process of transforming our comparative advantages into
competitive e to make Mali the hub of West Africa.
I Am very happy to be welcoming all investors to Bamako next 7 and 8 December
and would like to thank them in advance for their participation in this significant
event.
HE Ibrahim Boubacar Keita
President of the Republic of Mali, Head of State
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MALI: RESSOURCES,
OPPORTUNITIES AND
POTENTIAL
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A RICH HISTORY AND AN
UNIVERSAL PATRIMONY
A WEALTH OF HISTORY

M

ali’s Empire was the largest empire in Africa and one of the most significant that existed in the
world. It was headed by major historical figures in Africa such as Sundiata Keita or Kankan

Moussa. This empire was a crossroads ideally located between the negro-African and the Arab
and Berber world. It initiated an original and brilliant civilization, by merging of the Sudanese and
Islam arabo-Berber genius.
Following the dissection of the Empire, the conquest of Sudan began in 1850 and ended with the
fall of Samori in 1898. A year after its accession to the French Community in 1958, the French Sudan
joined in Senegal to form the Federation of Mali. In 1959, Modibo Keita is appointed President of
the Federation of Mali (including the Sudan and Senegal). Disputes led to the rupture of this Union
in 1960 and on the 22 September 1960, the French Sudan became the Republic of Mali and
proclaimed its independence.

Modibo Keita, who was the first President of
Mali, led the country with a socialist orientation.
In November 1968, he was overthrown by a coup
orchestrated by Lieutenant Moussa Traoré. During
the dictatorship of Traoré, Mali has experienced
both social protests and widespread instability.
Those events, have led him to be overthrown
in March 1991, followed by the installation of
democratic life.

Modibo Keita,
The first President of Mali
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A YOUTH AT THE FOREFRONT OF A RESURGENT COUNTRY
At the heart of West Africa, Mali has a population of

elites and volunteers, Mali is emerging a new creative

more than 18 million inhabitants, with a median age of

front, filled with perspectives.Betting on Mali starts

16 years. The human potential represents the prime

with betting on its youth.

asset of the country. The fertility rate of the country,
the second highest in the world after Niger, reflects
a dynamic demographic which can constitute a
strategic engine of economic growth and inclusive
development. Malian youth is at the forefront of
several strong initiatives, both within civil society
and the business world, thus confirming its role as a
pioneer of Mali for tomorrow. As it is also focused on
the involvement of a highly trained diaspora qualified

AISSATA DIAKITÉ
Founder of Zabbaan Holding company and
one of the speakers of this enterprising
Malian youth

SEYNI NAFO
Leader of the African negotiators at the COP
21, a symbol to a generation of promising
Malians
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A GLOBALLY CELEBRATED
CULTURE
A COUNTRY FILLED WITH STARS

M

ali is a huge country of culture. In all styles and musics, great artists have marked their time and
made a great reputation for the country on the international scene. With a singular mixed arts

between traditional tunes and contemporary tones, Malian artists perpetuate the legacies of the griots.
They know how to revive the big names that have marked the history and recount great epics that fed
collective imagination. They also know how to encourage the respect of major founding values of their
society: love, tolerance, wisdom, work and generosity.
Art, cinema and theater: areas in which Mali abounds of a creative heritage enhancing people or even
entire continent’s pride and joy.
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Moussa Konaté, novelist, playwright and Malian
editor

Ali Farka Touré, one of the major figures of the
African music with 3 Grammy Awards

Salif Keïta, occurring at the Olympia in Paris

Oumou Sangaré, great star of African music

Souleymane Cissé, Malian filmmaker

Ali Farka Touré, une des figures importantes de la
musique africaine avec 3 Grammy Awards

Fatoumata Diawara, singer, actress and
singer-songwriter of Mali
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A REFORMED MALIAN
ECONOMY READY FOR
INVESTMENTS
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THE KEYS INDICATORS
ON THE ECONOMY AND THE
ATTRACTIVENESS OF MALI
A RESILIENT ECONOMY

O

ver the past few years, the economic growth of Mali has been subject to several external
shocks due to fluctuations in the course of gold and cotton, which respectively represent

70% and 10% of exports. However, Malian economy is been resilient with an estimated growth
of 5, 3 % in 2016 as it is in favor of a rapid expansion in the offer of manpower and thanks to
the pursuit of the international community’s financial support coupled with strategic measures of
Malian Government in its program of economic and financial reforms,

MAIN MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
2015

2016(e)

2017(p)

2018(p)

REAL GDP GROWTH

6.0

5.3

5.4

5.0

GROWTH IN REAL GDP PER CAPITAL

3.0

2.3

2.4

2.0

INFLATION

1.4

0.3

0.9

1.6

BUDGETARY BALANCE (%GDP)

-1.8

-4.2

-4.0

-3.4

CURRENT ACCOUNT (% GDP)

-7.4

-6.7

-6.9

-5.5

SOURCE: THE DATA OF NATIONAL ADMINISTRATIONS; CALCULATIONS BY THE AUTHORS FOR THE ESTIMATES (E) AND FORECASTS (P)

OPTIMIZING THE GDP STRUCTURE AND
CAPITALIZING ON THE RETURN TO STABILITY
Malian economy GDP structure has remained relatively stable since 1990. With primary (agriculture,
gold) and tertiary sectors (trade, transport and public service) each contributing to national wealth
up to 35% to 40% and an industrial sector (4% of GDP) restraining the diversification of Malian
economy.
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STRENGTH OF MALIAN ECONOMY

THIRD AFRICAN GOLD AND
COTTON PRODUCER

FIRST AFRICAN LIVESTOCK HOLDER

STABILIZING POLITICAL
SITUATION AND ECOMIC
RECOVERY EFFORTS

SUSTAINED INTERNATIONAL
SUPPORT

INVESTMENTS IN MALI :
IN WHICH DIRECTION ?
MALIAN COMPANIES

INSTITUTIONS & ORGANIZATION

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

EXPORT OF GOODS

DIVERSIFICATION OF GOODS & SERVICES

IMPORT OF EQUIPMENT’S GOODS

LOCAL RECRUITMENT

ATTRACTING MULTINATIONAL FIRMS

LABOR FORCE TRAINING

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

SOURCE: AUDIT OF PERCEPTION ON THE DOING BUSINESS IN MALI, CARRIED OUT BETWEEN JULY AND DECEMBER 2017

STAKEHOLDERS CONSIDER THE POLITICAL STABILITY OF MALI
IS EVOLVING

COMPANIES THAT AREN’T PRESENT IN MALI PROJECT TO INVEST IN MALI,
WHICH SENDS A POSITIVE MESSAGE

INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES IMPLEMENTED IN MALI WISH TO
STRENGTHEN THEIR INVESTMENT ON THE SPOT

Source: Perception audit on Doing Business in Mali, carried out between July and December 2017
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AN ENCOURAGING BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
A COUNTRY OF STRONG ENTREPRENEURIAL TRADITION

M

ali is traditionally a country of trading and commerce. The spirit of entrepreneurship among
the population is strongly rooted and is illustrated heavily in the import-export, hotels and

distribution sectors.

A STRATEGIC GEOGRAPHY
Located in the heart of West Africa and sharing its borders with seven other states (Senegal,
Mauritania, Algeria, Niger, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Guinea), Mali is a privileged country to
explore regional market. Any investment in the country benefits from a real common market of
approximately 73 million consumers in regards to the UEMOA and a vast market of approximately
220 million in respect of the 15 Member States of the ECOWAS.

REPUBLIC OF MALI
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ECOWAS STATE MEMBERS

In the future, commercial exchanges between Mali

the AGOA to which it is eligible since 2002. Mali also

and neighboring states will be greatly amplified

enjoys a free access to the market of the European

by the implementation of major projects for the

Union, duty free and quota thanks to the «Everything

development of road and rail networks and river

but Arms» initiative.

basins: completion of the trans-Sahelian road linking
Bamako to Dakar, construction of roads to the ports
of Nouakchott, Dakar and Conakry, rail link between
Mali and Nigeria, construction of inland ports in some

SMEs and entrepreneurs in the heart of Malian
economic recovery

Thanks to an attractive investment code and a pro-

localities in Mali, Senegal and Mauritania aiming to

business economic policy, Mali is stated as an

open up Mali from the Senegal River.

Eldorado for SMEs, entrepreneurs and businessmen.

A PRIVILEGED ACCESS TO
INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

The country bears the definitive ambition to propel
national champions and to make them actors of
the sub-regional, pan-African and international
radiance.

In addition to the regional market, Mali has a
privileged access to the international market: thanks
to its LDC status, the country enjoys the benefits of

Mossadeck Bally, CEO of the AZALAI GROUP
Samba Bathily, CEO of the ADS Group

Jamila Benbaba, President of LAHAM INDUSTRIES
Cyril Achcar, Executive Director of GIE AMI

SOME EMBLEMATIC FIGURES OF THE
ECONOMIC WORLD OF MALI
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STIMULATE GROWTH IN
INVESTING IN FOUR KEY AREAS

M

ali has many economic advantages. Transforming these strengths into development drivers
requires investments in four prominent sectors: agriculture, infrastructure, livestock, and

energy.

GOING FROM AN EXTENSIVE AGRICULTURE TO AN INDUSTRIAL
AGRICULTURE
Malian agriculture is often regarded as having a large untapped potential among other things,
due to constraints of economic, technological, institutional and political order. Although progress
has allowed some agricultural sectors to better develop this potential, they often go unnoticed.
However, this sector main crops are cotton, grains, including sorghum, rice, corn, millet and
wheat are feeding 80 % of the population. Malian agriculture, heavily depends on various factors
(rainfall, hydrology, poverty and fragility of soils, persistence of plant and animal diseases), is
characterized by an average productivity because of its isolation and low level of investment. Mali
can become a breadbasket of Africa provided that a policy of encouragement in private investment
is implemented.
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MAKE INFRASTRUCTURE, A FACTOR
OF ATTRACTIVENESS OF MALIAN
ECONOMY

The cost of the production of energy in Mali is among

In spite of the significant investments made in the past

of the population has access to electricity. These

fifteen years in the infrastructure, the needs of Mali in
terms of infrastructures remain largely dissatisfied on
a very vast territory. The landlocking of Mali as well
as the extremely uneven distribution of economic
activities between the arid north and the much more

ENERGY, THE FUTURE OF MALI
the highest in the region, so much that barely 17%
high costs make it necessary to produce renewable
energies which the country has in abundance.
This would reduce the strong dependence to oil, whose
imports are in constant increase due to the demand of
a growing population.

rich south, hampers the ability of countries to mobilize
the potential of all regions to promote inclusive growth.
The main road ensure s access to the current main
production areas of the South and an alternative
access to the deep water ports of Dakar, Abidjan,
Takoradi, Tema and Lomé. Overcoming this deficit in
infrastructure would lower the cost of productions and
services, improve the competitiveness of business and
promote the flow of foreign direct investments to Mali.

MAKE LIVESTOCK A SECTOR OF
EXCELLENCE
Mali is the largest country in rearing of the West African
Economic and Monetary Union: 7.8 million cattle, 22
million sheep and goats, 674.000 of camels. Rearing
represents 11% of GDP and constitutes the main
resource of 30% of the population. As average classes
increases in Africa, Mali can draw the dividends of its
agropastoral know-how.
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INVEST IN MALI:
BUSINESS MATCHING
B2B AND B2G
MEETING
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MOBILIZING THE ECONOMIC AND
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
COMMUNITY IN BAMAKO

T

he main objectives of this Forum are the popularization of investment opportunities existing in
Mali and the exposure of the business climate which is sufficiently attractive, competitive and

in constant improvement despite real challenges. This forum is also intended to develop strategic
partnerships between private operators in the priority areas of development of the country.
«We hope to generate investments in key sectors,
pillars of a diversified economy to which Mali
aspires, namely agriculture, livestock, energy
and infrastructure. The opportunities of economic
crossroads to which Mali aspire are numerous
and far from being explored. Mali will welcome
any actor wishing to seize these opportunities with
open arms and the Malian state will do everything
to secure their investments through various
mechanisms it continues to set up. «Investing in
Moussa Touré
Executive director of API Mali
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Mali» is a winning bet on the future»

GOALS OF THE FORUM INVEST IN MALI

REASSURING the African and the international Economic community on the
significant stabilization of the security of the country;
PRESENTING the macroeconomic and structural reforms that ensured to Mali an
economic growth of more than 5 % in the last four years;
HIGHLIGHTING the potential of the economy and a Mali that wants to become
again, one of the economic hubs in the West African sub-region;
RECONNECTING with the spirit of conquest which founded the history of Mali and
participate in the building of a better Mali.
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INVEST IN MALI, A FORUM OF CONCRETE BUSINESS MATCHING
HIGH-LEVEL CONFERENCES AND DEBATES on the ambitions of the economic development

strategy of the country to discover with key Malians, African and international economic policy makers
the assets of Mali;

A RELEVANT SPACE OF EXCHANGE AND B2B CONTACTS: Establish decisive contacts with the
field actors, heads of companies, SMEs and TPE managers , entrepreneurs;

AT THE DISCOVERY OF THE MADE IN MALI INNOVATION : The products of industrial SMEs in Mali,
the know-how of Malian terroirs, start-ups engineering and the creations of talented craftsmen will be
put to the honor throughout the forum Invest in Mali;

SEIZE CONCRETE OPPORTUNITIES OF INVESTMENT : Benefit from a presentation of qualified
projects, with identified high potential and profitability in all regions of Mali;

INVESTORS APPOINTMENTS WITH THE AGENCY FOR THE PROMOTION OF INVESTMENT IN
MALI : Profit from personalised appointments with the services of the Agency for the Promotion of

Investment of Mali to assess in a concrete manner the opportunities for targeted investments and
receive a privileged support that can accelerate the implementation of your projects;

EXCHANGE WITH EXPERTS ON THE TECHNICAL PROJECTS : Thanks to the experts’ support

from the sectors of agriculture, livestock, energies and infrastructure mobilized throughout the forum,
acquire a specific understanding of complex projects or those presenting a certain level of technicality
and innovation.
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INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

OFFICIAL SPONSORS

PLATINIUM PARTNERS

GOLD PARTNERS

SILVER PARTNERS

AGENCE DE GESTION DU FONDS D’ACCES UNIVERSEL

MEDIA PARTNERS

CONTACTS
ADÉBISSI DJOGAN - Public Affairs Officer
+ 33 1 41 34 18 41
+ 33 6 19 23 00 64
adjogan@hopscotchafrica.com
KARL LAWSON, Account Director
+33 1 41 34 20 29
+33 6 15 60 39 62
klawson@hopscotchafrica.com

